
Building the Perfect 
Telecom Chatbot
Reimagining the telco CX with 
conversational AI and automation
We analyzed +75m customer interactions with telecom 
chatbots to help you provide improved CX



What’s inside:
Clearly designed digital customer 
journeys can help telecoms achieve 
3.4x more conversions - McKinsey.

Customers expect the digitally 
driven experiences they 
encounter in other industries 
to be matched by their telecom 
providers. Whether they are 
consumers or SMBs – they’re 
looking to interact via digital 
self-service with telecoms on 
the channels they prefer. 

This makes customer experience 
the biggest differentiating 
factor driving customer loyalty, 
increasing CLV and growing 
revenue. And to do that it’s 
not just about embracing 

technological advances but 
doing it well – and that is where 
we come in - to speed up and 
unify your communication 
transformation. As a telecom, 
you’re not only looking to solve 
customer problems but make 
communication – conversational 
and friction-free. Thereby, 
transforming your digital 
channels into conversational 
commerce channels. 

We understand telecoms

As the leading cloud communication provider for telecoms, we activated 262 chatbots 
for telecoms in 2021, leading to over 75 million customer interactions. But that’s not all. 
We analyzed these interactions and put our telecom expertise together to understand:

• The top telecom use cases

• The value chatbots bring to your customer journey

• Technological advancements in chatbots

Deep dive into this guide to know how chatbots can help you deliver 
superior customer experience.

5.99
million 
sessions

262
activated 
chatbots

75.07
million messages 
exchanged

30.2
million messages 
sent by users

Live Chat 
(web and mobile)WhatsApp Messenger

Most common channels
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The current 
state of 
telecoms CX
Providing the expected customer 
experience remains a massive challenge 
as telecoms still face a wide range 
of legacy issues that hamper the 
omnichannel CX required for growth. 
According to our research, customers 
want:

• Quick issue resolution

• Short waiting time

• And, support on the customers’ 
preferred channel

These issues have a direct effect on 
metrics such as ARPU (average revenue 
per user) and net profit and shareholder 

Important elements of telecom to client interactions

values such as ROE (return on equity) or 
ROIC (return on invested capital).

AI-powered chatbots help telecoms 
accelerate the simplification of customer 
service, which makes manual tasks more 
efficient. According to McKinsey, operators 
such as BT and MASMOVIL have embraced 
a radical, future-back redesign of their 
service operations, enabling them and 
others to drive down costs (up to 35 percent 
in one case) while improving cycle times, 
improving accuracy, reducing call volume 
(up to 50 percent in another case), and 
increasing NPS by 20 points.

Gets a differentiated and 
customized post-sales 
support experience

Experiences the 
differentiated attributes of 
the product

Purchases and activates 
the differentiated 
product

Gets offered differentiated 
products with custom 
characteristics

Customer explores products 
through multiple channels

LEARN BUY GET USE PAY SERVICE

Makes frictionless payments

Short waiting time (waiting on hold), while contacting customer support
4% 30% 67%

I can contact my telecom operator via the communication channel I prefer
1% 36% 60%

I can contact my operator at any time, even outside working hours
7% 36% 57%

Efficient self-service, I can get the information I need and perform simple actions or changes without contacting my provider
6% 39% 56%

I don’t need to repeat my query when I’m transferred between agents
6% 39% 55%

I can reach customer service my messaging, rather than talking to an agent
14% 41% 45%

The operator resolves my questions or issues very quickly
1% 27% 70%

Not important at all Somewhat important Very important / Critical
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Chatbots at the center 
of the CX revolution
The two communication technologies that power richer CX are:

Artificial intelligence helps mimic human behavior to respond to conversations, 
while automation handles repeatable tasks. Together - and armed with customer 
data - they help create intelligent CX.

Artificial intelligence Automation
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Automated support

Customers are less inclined to call a 
contact center or visit a physical store. 
They want control over their support 
channel and the time to resolve 
issues. It’s no surprise that more 
telecoms are turning to AI to improve 
their customer engagement with 
self-service and support offerings. 
And now AI chatbots are available 
over various channels, including web, 
mobile apps, WhatsApp, Messenger 
and many more. In fact, chatbots can 
understand customers and respond 
accordingly, and with machine 
learning they become increasingly 
smarter at resolving repetitive queries.

Transforming the telecoms 
CX with AI and automation

Omnichannel experience

AI and automation make telecoms 
digital-first by offering chatbot 
support via multiple channels. An 
omnichannel experience brings 
together all the interactions and 
customer history on one platform 
– enabling cohesive customer 
engagement. This enables telecoms 
to provide enhanced support, reduce 
resolution times and an improved CX.

Personalized recommendations

AI helps in understanding the 
customer, allowing chatbots to 
make use of buying preferences 
to offer relevant products and 
manage the customer journey more 
efficiently. This helps boost customer 
satisfaction, reduce churn and 
increase ARPU with cross-selling and 
upselling.

Automated onboarding

We already know that customers are 
open to signing up to new services 
online. From sim card order or 
registration to updating packages 
or ordering new mobile phones, the 
entire process can be automated with 
chatbots providing support every step 
of the way. This helps capture crucial 
information and can verify customers 
in real-time.

Instant customer satisfaction

Automation and AI together help 
create easier buying decisions and 
payment procedures. Chatbots 
powered by both help provide instant 
service, with zero human intervention. 
And as a fallback option, human 
intervention can be easily integrated 
to ensure no query goes unanswered.  
This guarantees always-on support 
and – most importantly - happy 
customers.
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The road to providing digitally 
optimized CX may seem like a difficult 
one to travel - but we have the 
telecoms customer journey covered. 
While many of you already have 
chatbots added to your customer 
support – it’s time to look beyond the 
regular FAQs to more conversational, 
AI driven ones.

After analyzing millions of chatbot 
interactions across telecom operators 
worldwide, we shortlisted the must-
have use cases – from customer 
support and self-service to sales. 
Millions of sessions from all over 
the globe gave similar results and 
can be divided into two messaging 
categories: 

Report complaint

Top up

KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Customers are comfortable using a chatbot in cases of complaints requiring immediate assistance
• Interacting with a chatbot is the quickest way to resolve issues  
• Transfers to agents occur in only 8.4% cases, 
• Chatbots had overwhelmingly positive CSAT scores with 90% of customers being helped by a chatbot
• Topping up is the third most common use case demonstrating that chatbots are great at sales and provide ROI 
• User verification is one of the most popular use cases

Transfer to agent

Report fault

User verification

Bad network quality

Redeem points

Product offers

Service not working

Account balance

Most popular 
chatbot use 
cases TOP USE CASES PER ANALYZED SESSIONS

Menu messages use cases

Free form messages use cases

• free form messages: These types 
of chatbot messages don’t stick to a 
standardized flow and interact with 
your customers intuitively

• menu sessions: These are more 
frequent and let customers choose 
the topic they would like to discuss

Chatbots had 
overwhelmingly positive 
CSAT scores with 90% of 
customers being helped 
by a chatbot

2.4%

2.4%

2.7%

2.8%

3.1%

3.5%

3.9%

8.4%

8.9%

28.2%

Transfer to agent Slow network Report complaint
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Powering use cases with 
the right customer intent
So, now you know the 
top use cases. But with 
AI and automation, the 
ideal telecom chatbot 
can also understand your 
customers intent. 

Why is this important? 
Imagine you’re a customer 
and you just received an 

inflated bill. You should 
be able to choose the 
“report a complaint” intent 
seamlessly and have the 
issue resolved accordingly. 

Empowering your chatbot 
with the right intent makes 
them leaner and easier 
to use. But how do you 

know whether you need a 
more powerful CX-driven 
chatbot? 
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Chatbot use cases
We analyzed hundreds of customer intents through our research of active telecom chatbots, and discovered precisely where 
you can benefit from using a more advanced CX-driven chatbot. Below are the most common intents for both regular and 
CX-driven chatbots.

Perfect intents for 
chatbots

Perfect intents for CX-
driven chatbots

Unpopular queries 
in chatbots

The above intents can be easily solved 
by a rule-based chatbot built on our 
chatbot building platform Answers.

Telecoms can take advantage of CX-
driven chatbots with native biometry 
integrations with Answers.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
• Telecoms can enhance their customer journey by providing human-like, 

personalized conversations using intents that are perfect for CX-built 
chatbots.

• They often require fine tuning and in-depth understanding of customer 
behavior to achieve results – which is easy when coupled with a 
customer data platform.

• User verification with biometry is one of the most demanded CX-driven 
chatbot use cases, as it provides friction-free verification.

• For the verification to work you need a chatbot building platform with 
native biometry integration to build a friction-free flow. The chatbot will 
offer customers a video guide or instructions so they can be seamlessly 
transferred to an agent with access to the entire conversation history.

• “Pre-paid to post-paid” may seem like seldom-used intent with only 0.8% 
total sessions. However, considering that chatbots are used by existing 
and potential telecom customers, close to 1% of 5 million sessions is an 
excellent conversion to postpaid.

0%
0,01%

0,01%
0,01%

0,02%

0,06%

0,06%

2,5%
3,5%

2,8%

2,2%

1,9%

1,6%

0,8%

28%

8,9%

3,9%

3,3%

2,7%
2,4%

Report complaint

Report fault

Account balance

Top up

Product offers

Bad network quality
Activation status

Contract expiration

Income tax statement

Roaming queries

Order status

Plan comparison

Incorrect bill
Prepaid to postpaid

Service not working

Redeem points

Plan reccomendation

User verification

Cancel plan

Port number

OK. I will transfer you to our agent. 
Could you please send a selfie so I can 
confirm your identity first?

Transfer me to an agent

Hello, I am Lisa. How may I help you?
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With over a decade of experience 
in collaborating with telecoms and 
700+ direct operator connections, 
we know that customers want 
secure interactions. And for that we 
empowered our chatbot building 
platform Answers with a cutting-
edge biometry solution that verified 
users via facial recognition. 

The future of telecoms 
– from conversations 
to security

Biometry is useful in many scenarios 
from making top-ups, to changing 
or extending contracts. One of 
the most successful cases is SIM 
registration. Here, customers can 
simply upload their ID and the 
chatbot does the rest. 

With eSim becoming popular and 
offering customers a quick registration 
process – biometry will give telecoms 
a competitive advantage. 

The best part is it is simple to 
implement.

Since our chatbot building platform 
Answers, biometry solution and digital 
contact center Conversations are all 
built in-house, telecoms get a unified 
CX with seamless agent handover.

3.5% of the total 5 
million analyzed sessions 
saw customers verify 
their identity to make 
a purchase, change 
package, etc.

This helps the chatbots to complete 
transactions while reducing the 
average handling time (AHT). This 
frees up agents to focus on problem 
solving, rather than verifying. 

The most critical value comes from 
the high standards of data security 
in our solutions. This means that by 
default, no data is stored. And if there 
is a need for data storage, the highest 
standards of security are applied in 
order to be compliant.

Please send us a a photo of 
your ID to confirm your 
identity.

Here it is

Thank you! Your SIM has 
been registered.
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Telecom customers will converse with chatbots at any stage of the customer journey: from number porting to top-ups, 
reporting faults, checking product updates, loyalty points and thank you messages – if it means they will get quick responses.

And through the journey our chatbots ensure customer assistance and satisfaction.

Being omnipresent with 
chatbots at every step of 
the customer journey

Automated ordering option 24x7 
(e.g. number porting)

Simplify service activation 
(e.g. number registration)

Self-service via conversational UI 
(e.g. top-ups)

Decrease inbound call volumes, 
hold queue times, manage CC peaks 
(e.g. call deflection)

Complete purchase within 
messaging app 24x7 
(e.g. value-add offers)

Raise conversion rates
Lower acquisition costs

Speed up time to first usage Improved customer experience Improved agent productivity Additional revenue streams

BUY ACTIVATE USE SUPPORT GROW
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After our CX consultants and implementation experts built chatbots for telecoms 
with over 70 million subscribers, we’ve managed to identify the top use cases 
throughout the customer journey.

NOTE: consider adding biometry, conversational commerce & rich messaging icons 
next to intents that are suitable for those technologies

Top intents by telecom customer journey stage

Use

• Top up
• Tax statement
• Bill copy
• Account balance
• Nearby store

Buy & onboard

• Port number
• Order SIM
• Check delivery
• SIM registration
• Package activation

Get help

• Report issue
• Bill query
• Login issues
• Roaming query
• Internet slow

Stay & grow

• Check loyalty points
• Check new offers
• Prepaid->postpaid
• Redeem points
• Change plan

Building the next generation of chatbots

1

5

3

2

4

There are many chatbots out there, and as a telecoms company you’re already ahead of the curve versus 
other industries. However, communication technology has grown at an accelerated pace, and it’s time to for 
telecoms to outsmart the competition. Here are the five key trends to keep in mind when building chatbots.

Make it conversational in design: The role 
of chatbots is to keep customers satisfied 
and transfer to an agent for only the most 
complex questions. This shortens the 
customer journey and improves CX.

Omnichannel is key: Customers want 
support on the channels they love using. Our 
chatbot building platform is available over 
some of the world’s most popular chat apps 
enabling rich communications with images, 
ID verification, document uploads, etc.

Conversational commerce: With the 
right security and flow designed into the 
chatbot, customers are willing to pay bills, 
order SIM cards, phones or change plans – 
transforming your chatbot into an essential 
sales channel.

Continuous analysis and learning: It’s vital 
to clean out unused or unrecognized intent. 
Our analytics track intent, and our ongoing 
consultancy ensures telecom chatbots are 
always optimized.

Seamless agent transfer: Our chatbot 
building platform coupled with our digital 
contact center makes the transfer to 
human agents’ friction free by providing 
conversation history. 
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Customer behaviors and expectations 
will continue to evolve and so will 
the telecoms CX. By elevating the 
marketing, sales, and service lifecycle, 
investing in digital channels and 
innovative technologies, and adopting 

These three facts emphasize two important things: 

1. Customers are ready to adopt chatbots

2.  Customers require a professionally built chatbot that will improve their experience and cover all the use cases they are expecting it.

Therefore, Conversational Design must be at the forefront when creating your chatbot, and is key to unlocking their potential

To create the perfect telco chatbots, we brought together our telecom 
industry expertise to design an effective conversational experience. We 
hired and trained experts to create a workshop with the goal to define:

• Correct use cases

• Customer and chatbot persona

• Communication flow 

• Conversation design

Our strong relationship with telecoms is what makes us different. 
We understand your business, your needs and provide expertise in 
building chatbots that can bring revenue through sales, cut costs 
through call deflection, and do it in your brand’s tone of voice to 
increase loyalty and ensure maximum customer satisfaction.  

The right telecoms 
partner

How do we do it?

69% of the customers would happily use a chatbot if it improved their CX.

58% are comfortable engaging with a chatbot.

However, 54% have had a bad chatbot experience. 

TELCO’S NEEDS

Ensuring effective interactions

Improving customer journey

Increasing customer life-time value

Conversational design workshop

INFOBIP’S EXPERTISE

cloud-based communication solutions, 
telecoms can not only reach the bar 
set by digital natives, but go beyond. 

With the right layer of technologies 
for cloud and virtual assistants 

running on AI engines, data and 
analytics, telecoms can continuously 
innovate. And that’s where our 
integrated solutions come in. 
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Our chatbot building platform, channel portfolio, analytics and contact center solution empowers the telecom ecosystem for 
scalability, and faster CX delivery. Working together, we empower telecoms to transform their CX to attract customers and 
keep them coming back for more:

Enable telecoms to 
understand their customers, 
interact digitally and predict 
their needs and intent.

Intelligent customer 
engagement

Start boosting your telecoms CX today!

CONTACT US

AI-assisted chatbots to 
enable conversational 
commerce by using data to 
upsell and cross-sell.

Unlock revenue  
growth

Integrates chatbots through 
the customer journey across 
the preferred customer 
channel – providing the right 
support at the right moment.

Omnichannel 
customer journey

Improves engagement 
and value generated from 
customers by integrating 
marketing, loyalty and sales 
into chatbot conversations.

Customer lifetime  
value
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